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Abstract. Taxonomies provide a structured representation of semantic relations between lexical terms. In the case of standard official taxonomies, the refinement task consists of maintaining them updated over
time, while preserving their original structure. To date, most of the approaches for automated taxonomy refinement rely on word vector models.
However, none of them considers to what extent those models encode the
taxonomic similarity between words. Motivated by this, we propose and
implement TaxoRef, a methodology that (i) synthesises the semantic similarity between taxonomic elements through a new metric, namely HSS,
(ii) evaluates to what extent the embeddings generated from a text corpus preserve those similarity relations and (iii) uses the best embedding
resulted from this evaluation to perform taxonomy refinement. TaxoRef
is a part of the research activity of a 4-year EU project that collects and
classifies millions of Online Job Ads for the 27+1 EU countries. It has
been tested over 2M ICT job ads classified over ESCO, the European
standard occupation and skill taxonomy.
Experimental results confirm (i) the HSS outperforms previous metrics for
semantic similarity in taxonomies, and (ii) TaxoRef accurately encodes
similarities among occupations, suggesting a refinement strategy.
Keywords: Taxonomy Refinement · Semantic Similarity · Word Embeddings Evaluation.

1

Introduction and Motivation

Taxonomies are a natural way to represent and organise concepts in a hierarchical
manner. They are pivotal for machine understanding, natural language processing, and decision-making tasks. However, taxonomies are domain-dependent,
usually have low coverage and their manual creation and update are timeconsuming requiring a domain-specific knowledge [16]. For these reasons, many
researchers have tried to automatically infer semantic information from domainspecific text corpora to build or update taxonomies. Unlike the automated construction of new taxonomies from scratch, which is a well-established research
area [44], the refinement of existing hierarchies is gaining in importance. Due
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to the evolution of human languages and proliferation of online contents, it is
often required to improve existing taxonomies while maintaining their structure. To date, the most adopted approaches to enrich or extend standard de-jure
taxonomies lean on expert panels and surveys; while these approaches entirely
rely on human knowledge and have no support from the AI-side, in this paper we resort to word embeddings, an outcome of the distributional semantics
field. Word embeddings rely on the assumption that words occurring in the same
context tend to have similar meanings. These methods are semi-supervised and
knowledge-poor, thus suitable for large corpora and evolving scenarios.
As a contribution of the paper, we propose a method for the evaluation of
word embeddings based on their ability to represent an existing hierarchy.
Evaluating the intrinsic quality of vector space models, as well as their impact
when used as input of specific tasks (aka, extrinsic quality), has a very practical significance (see, e.g. [10]), as this affects the trustworthiness of the overall
process or system in which they are used (see, e.g., [45,30]). We may argue that
the well-known principle ”garbage-in, garbage-out” of the data quality research
field, also applies to word embedding, as the lower the quality of the embeddings,
the lower the effectiveness of the tasks based on them.
This thought, along with the need of keeping updated current taxonomies,
inspired this paper, that is framed within the research activities of an ongoing
European tender4 for the Cedefop EU Agency5 . The project aims at realising a
European system to collect and classify Online Job Vacancies (OJVs)6 for the
whole EU country members through machine learning [8]. OJVs are encoded
within ESCO 7 , an extensive taxonomy with 2,942 occupations and 13,485 skills
serving as a lingua franca to compare labour market dynamics across borders.
To fill the gap between the lexicon used in labour market demand (de facto),
and the one used in standard taxonomies (de jure), we propose TaxoRef, a
method for encoding the semantic similarity of taxonomic concepts into a vector
representation synthesised from the data.
Contribution. The contributions of this work are:
1. First, we define a domain-independent metric, i.e., the Hierarchical Semantic
Similarity (HSS) to measure the pairwise semantic similarity among words in
a taxonomy;
2. Second, we define and implement TaxoRef to select embeddings from a
large text corpus that preserves the similarity relationships synthesised from
a domain-specific taxonomy. Then, it uses the selected embedding to estimate
to what extent the data adheres the taxonomy, identifying new relations be4

Real-time Labour Market information on Skill Requirements: Setting up the EUsystem for online vacancy analysis. https://goo.gl/5FZS3E (2016)
5
The European Center for the Development of Vocational Training https://www.
cedefop.europa.eu/
6
An Online Job Vacancy (OJV, aka, job offers) is a document containing a title that shortly summarises the job position - and a full description, that advertises the
skills a candidate should hold.
7
The European Taxonomy of Occupations, Skills & Qualifications https://ec.
europa.eu/
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tween entities and concepts to allow the taxonomy to represent the data
better.
3. Third, we apply TaxoRef to a real-life scenario, framed within an EU Project 4
in the context of Labour Market.
To date, TaxoRef is the first approach aimed at generating and evaluating
word embeddings for labour market data.
The paper is organised as follows: we first present the related work, then
we describe TaxoRef and we apply it to a real-life case in the field of Labour
Market. Finally, some concluding remarks are drawn.

2

The Significance of Analysing Job Ads

In recent years, the European Labour demand conveyed through specialised Web
portals and services has grown exponentially. This also contributed to introducing the term ”Labour Market Intelligence” (LMI), which refers to the use and
design of AI algorithms and frameworks to analyse Labour Market Data for
supporting decision making (see, e.g., [47,42,20]).
Nowadays, the problem of monitoring, analysing, and understanding labour
market changes (i) timely and (ii) at a very fine-grained geographical level, has
become practically significant in our daily lives. Recently, machine learning has
been applied to compute the effect of robotisation within occupations in the
US labour market [15] as well as to analyse skill relevance in the US standard
taxonomy O*Net [2], just to cite a few. In 2016 the EU Cedefop agency - aimed
at supporting the development of European Vocational Education and Training - has launched a European tender for realising a machine-learning-based
system able to collect and classify Web job vacancies from all 28 EU country
members using the ESCO hierarchy for reasoning over the 32 languages of the
Union 4 . Preliminary results of this project have focused on analysing lexicon
extracted from OJVs as well as to identify novel occupations and skills (see,
e.g. [19,18,8,7,27]).
As one might note, the use of classified OJVs and skills, in turn, enables
several third-party research studies to understand and explain complex labour
market phenomena. Just to give a very recent few examples, in [12] authors
used OJVs for estimating the impact of AI in job automation and measuring the
impact of digital/soft skills within occupations; On May 2020, the EU Cedefop
Agency has been started using those OJVs to build an index named Cov19R that
identifies workers with a higher risk of COVID-19 exposure, who need greater
social distancing, affecting their current and future job performance capacity8 .
While on the one side ESCO allows comparing different labour markets, on the
other side it does not encode the characteristics and peculiarities of such labour
markets, in terms of skills advertised - that vary Country by Country - and
the meaning of terms, that are used differently based on the level of maturity of
8
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/news-and-press/news/
cedefop-creates-cov19r-social-distancing-risk-index-which-eu-jobs-are-more-risk
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local labour markets. In such a scenario, TaxoRef would allow encoding semantic
similarities as they emerge from OJVs within ESCO.

3

Preliminaries and Related Work

In this section, we survey the state of the art on taxonomy refinement and
embeddings evaluation, showing how these techniques are related to TaxoRef.
Then, some background notions are introduced to explain how TaxoRef works.
Taxonomy Refinement. While the automatic extraction of taxonomies from text
corpora has received considerable attention in past literature [44], the evaluation and refinement of existing taxonomies are growing in importance in all the
scenarios where the user wants to update a taxonomy maintaining its structure
rather than rebuilding it from scratch. Most of the existing methods are either
domain-dependent [34] or related to lexical structures specific to the existing
hierarchies [37]. Two recent TExEval tasks at SemEval-2016 [5,6] introduce a
setting for the evaluation of taxonomies extracted from a test corpus, using
standard precision, recall and F1 measures over gold benchmark relations from
WordNet and other well-known resources, resorting to human evaluation for relations not included in the benchmark. Though interesting, this methodology
relies on existing resources, which to some extent, could be inaccurate themselves. [3] employ Poincaré embeddings to find a child node that is assigned to
a wrong parent. Although the goal of this research is quite similar to ours, in
the detection of outliers they use Poincaré embeddings trained on the taxonomy, without considering any external corpus, thus information on the use of
taxonomic terms. Though all these approaches are very relevant, none of them
exploits in any way the structure of an existing hierarchy to preserve taxonomic
relations in word embeddings.
Evaluation Methods for word embeddings. When it comes to classifying embedding evaluation methods, researchers almost univocally agree on intrinsic vs
extrinsic division (see, e.g., [41]).
Intrinsic metrics attempt to increase the syntactic or semantic relationships
between words either by directly getting human judgement (Comparative intrinsic evaluation [41]) or by comparing the aggregated results with the preconstructed datasets (Absolute intrinsic evaluation). Some of the limitations of
intrinsic metrics are: (i) suffering from word sense ambiguity (faced by a human
tester) and subjectivity (see, e.g. [43]); (ii) facing difficulties in finding significant
differences between models due to the small size and low inter-annotator agreement of existing datasets and (iii) need for constructing judgement datasets for
each language [24].
Extrinsic metrics perform the evaluation by using embeddings as features
for specific downstream tasks. For instance, question deduplication [25], Part-ofSpeech (POS) Tagging, Language Modelling [38] and Named Entity Recognition
(NER) [17], just to cite a few. As for drawbacks, extrinsic metrics (i) are computationally heavy [43]; (ii) have high complexity of creating gold standard
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datasets for downstream tasks, and (iii) lack the performance consistency on
downstream tasks [41]. The metric we propose in this paper are similar to the
intrinsic thesaurus-based evaluation metrics as they use an expert-constructed
taxonomy to evaluate the word vectors as an intrinsic metric [4]. These approaches typically evaluate embeddings through their correlation with manually
crafted lexical resources, like expert rating of similarity or relatedness between
hierarchical elements. However, those resources are usually limited and hard to
create and maintain. Furthermore, human similarity judgments evaluate ex novo
the semantic similarity between taxonomic elements, but the structure of the taxonomy already encodes information about the relations between its elements. In
this research, instead, we exploit the information encoded in an existing taxonomy to build a benchmark for the evaluation of word embeddings. As far as we
know, this is the first attempt to encode similarity relationships from a manually
built semantic hierarchy into a distributed word representation, automatically
generated from a text corpus.

4

The TaxoRef Approach

Below we present TaxoRef, depicted in Fig.1. The method is composed of four
tasks. In Task 1 we define a measure of similarity within a semantic hierarchy,
which will serve as a basis for the evaluation of the embeddings. In Task 2
we generate embeddings from a domain-specific corpus, and we identify vector
pairs which represent a pair of elements in the semantic hierarchy. In Task 3
we evaluate the embeddings generated in Task 2 using three different criteria.
Lastly, in Task 4, we evaluate the actual taxonomy suggesting entities which
should be assigned to a different concept.

4.1

Task 1: Hierarchical Semantic Similarity (HSS)
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Fig. 1: A graphical overview of TaxoRef
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Below we introduce a measure of similarity in a semantic hierarchy, based on
the concept of information content. Intuitively, the lower the rank of a concept c
which contains two entities, the higher the information content the two entities
share. Building on [40], we can supplement the taxonomy with a probability
measure p : C → [0, 1] such that for every concept c ∈ C, p(c) is the probability
of encountering an instance of the concept c. It follows that p (i) is monotonic
and (ii) decreases with the rank of the taxonomy, i.e., if c1 is a sub-concept
of c2 , then p(c1 ) ≤ p(c2 ). To estimate the values of p, in [40] the author uses
the frequency of the concepts in a large text corpus. Anyway, our purpose is to
infer the similarity values intrinsic to the semantic hierarchy, since we want to
extend a semantic hierarchy built by human experts. As a consequence, we use
the frequencies of concepts and entities in the taxonomy to compute the value
of p, that is p̂(c) = NNc where N is the cardinality, i.e. the number of entities
(words), of the taxonomy and Nc the sum of the cardinality of the concept c with
the cardinality of all its hyponyms. Note that p̂(c) is monotonic and increases
with granularity, thus respects our definition of p.
Now, given two words w1 and w2 , [40] defines c1 ∈ s(w1 ) and c2 ∈ s(w2 )
all the concepts containing w1 and w2 respectively, i.e. the senses of w1 and
w2 . Therefore, there are Sw1 × Sw2 possible combinations of their word senses,
where Sw1 and Sw2 are the cardinality of s(w1 ) and s(w2 ) respectively. We can
now define L as the set of all the lowest common ancestor (LCA) for all the
combinations of c1 ∈ s(w1 ), c2 ∈ s(w2 ). The hierarchical semantic similarity
between the words w1 and w2 can be defined as:
simHSS (w1 , w2 ) =

X

p̂ (` = L | w1 , w2 ) × I(L)

(1)

`∈L

Where p̂ (` = L | w1 , w2 ) is the probability of L being the LCA of w1 , w2 , and
can be computed as follows applying the Bayes theorem:
p̂ (` = L | w1 , w2 ) =

p̂ (w1 , w2 | ` = L) p̂ (L)
p̂ (w1 , w2 )

(2)

We define N` as the cardinality of ` and all its descendants. Now we can rewrite
the numerator of Eq. 2 as:
p̂ (w1 , w2 | ` = L) p̂ (L) =

S<w1 ,w2 >∈`
N`
×
|descend(`)|2
N

(3)

where the first leg of the rhs is the class conditional probability of the pair
< w1 , w2 > and the second one is the marginal probability of class `. The
term |descend(`)| represents the number of subconcepts of `. Since we could
have at most one word sense wi for each concept c, |descend(`)|2 represents the
maximum number of combinations of word senses < w1 , w2 > which have ` as
LCA. S<w1 ,w2 >∈L is the number of pairs of senses of word w1 and w2 which have
L as LCA. The denominator can be written as:
p̂ (w1 , w2 ) =

X S<w ,w >∈k
Nk
1
2
×
|descend(k)|2
N

k∈L

(4)
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Task 2: Generation of Embeddings

In this task, we generate several vector representation of the OJVs text corpus through fastText. FastText is an extension of word2vec for scalable word
representation and classification which considers sub-word information by representing each word as the sum of its character n-gram vectors. This is important
in corpora with short texts (like OJVs titles) and many words with the same root
(e.g. engineer-engineering,developer-developing). Other embedding models have
been evaluated along with fastText. Nevertheless, none of them fits our conditions. Classical embedding models [31,36], embeddings specifically designed to
fit taxonomic data [14,23], and hyperbolic and spherical embeddings like HyperVec [33] or JoSe [29] don’t consider subword information. Moreover, HyperVec
uses hypernym-hyponym relationships for training, while we train our models
on a OJVs corpus which has not such relationships. Context embeddings (see
e.g. [13]) represent different word uses based on their context. It is not suitable
for our case, since we aim at comparing words in a corpus and their specific sense
within a taxonomy.
4.3

Task 3: Embeddings evaluation

We describe three criteria to select the embeddings which better represents a
semantic hierarchy. In essence, we want the relationship between vectors to reflect
as more as possible the semantic similarity between words in the taxonomy.
Cosine Similarity: We maximise the cosine similarity between all the pairs
of words w belonging to the same concept c ∈ C. We consider words belonging
to the same concept to be semantically similar; thus we select the embedding
which maximises the cosine Similarity between all the pairs of vectors of words
belonging to the same concept.
Silhouette Coefficient: With cosine similarity, we maximise the similarity
between words, but we do not discriminate for words that belong to different
categories, as the silhouette coefficient does, taking into account the mean distance of word i with all other words within the same concept, and b(i) is the
minimum mean distance of word i to any word of another concept.
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient: In Task 1 we augmented the semantic hierarchy with a value of similarity inferred from the taxonomic relations
between elements. We can compute the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
between the Cosine Similarity of the embeddings and the hrs measured above.
The Spearman’s Rank Correlation coefficient is a non-parametric measure of
rank correlation often employed for intrinsic embeddings evaluation [4,41].
4.4

Task 4: Taxonomy Refinement

In this section, we present the criteria for moving a taxonomic entity to a different
concept. We implement it applying the Bayes theorem. Thus, the probability that
the word w, represented in the embedding space by the vector v, belongs to the
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concept c is given by:
p (v | c) p (c)
p (v)
Thus the word w is assigned to the class ci iff:
p (c | v) =

p (v | c = ci ) p (c = ci ) ≥ p (v | c = cj ) p (c = cj ) , cj ∈ C \ ci

(5)

(6)

Where the prior probability p(c) is estimated through class frequency and
the likelihood p (v | c), is: p(v | c) = p(v1 | c) × p(v2 | c) × ... × p(vD | c) where
we assume conditional independence between the elements v1 , v2 , ..., vD of the
vector v, analogously to the Naive Bayes classifier. The probability p(vi | c) is
estimated by a Gaussian density function for ∀i ∈ 1, 2, ..., D.
Experimental Settings for Reproducibility. All the experiments have been
performed over an Intel i7 processor with Ubuntu-20, equipped with 32GB RAM.
TaxoRef is implemented with Python 3.7. Tuning parameters are reported for
each experiments while the source code of TaxoRef is provided on Github at
https://github.com/Crisp-Unimib/TaxoRef.
4.5

Benchmarking HSS

Before employing the HSS for applications in the Labour Market, we test it
against benchmark measures for semantic similarity in taxonomies: WUP [46],
LC [26], Shortest Path, Resnik [40] and Jiang-Conrath [22]. see [21] for a survey. Following the state of the art, we evaluate the correlation of similarity
scores obtained with HSS and benchmark metrics, with similarity generated by
humans. We calculate the pairwise Pearson and Spearman correlation between
measures of semantic similarity in taxonomies and three benchmark datasets
with human-evaluated similarity: WSS [1], MT287 [39] and MEN [9]. For the
sake of comparison and only for this task, we do not use ESCO to compute
the HSS, but the WordNet taxonomy [32] and its benchmark metrics [35] used
through the NLTK interface. Results are reported in Tab. 1. HSS, in general,
outperforms the rest of the measures, both in terms of Pearson and Spearman
correlations with the human-annotated datasets, with exception of the Pearson
correlation with the human judjements in the MEN dataset, which ties with the
measure of semantic similarity from [46]. These results confirm the performance
superiority of HSS respect to the benchmark measures.
HSS (ours)
WUP
LC
Shortest Path
Resnik
Jiang-Conrath
Pearson Spearman Pearson Spearman Pearson Spearman Pearson Spearman Pearson Spearman Pearson Spearman
MEN
0.41
0.33
0.36
0.33
0.14
0.05
0.07
0.03
0.05
0.03
-0.05
-0.04
WSS
0.68
0.65
0.58
0.59
0.36
0.23
0.16
0.1
0.02
-0.03
0.04
0.06
MT287 0.46
0.31
0.4
0.28
0.26
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.03
0.04
0.18
0.16

Table 1: Benchmarking HSS against other measures of semantic similarity in taxonomies: WUP, LC, Shortest Path, Resnik and Jiang-Conrath. A recent survey
on those metrics can be found at [21]
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Fig. 2: The ESCO taxonomy built on top of ISCO

5

Experimental Results on 2M+ UK Online Job Ads

While on the one side, ESCO allows comparing different labour markets, on the
other side it does not encode the characteristics and peculiarities of such labour
markets, in terms of skills advertised - that vary country by country - and the
meaning of terms, that are used differently based on the level of maturity of
local labour markets. TaxoRef would allow encoding semantic similarities as they
emerge from OJVs (i.e., the labour market demand) within ESCO, identifying
relationships that might refine ESCO to fit the labour market demand better.
In [18], we used the approach employed by TaxoRef to identify novel occupations
to enrich the ESCO taxonomy with new emerging jobs.
Data Overview. Our experiments rely on the use of a large corpus of OJVs
collected from online sources within the project 49 . We selected the titles of
all 2,119,493 online job vacancies referring to ICT jobs in the United Kingdom
during the year 2018. Concepts belonging to the fifth and highest level of ESCO
(c5 ) are called narrower labels, while all the hyponyms of the same narrow label,
called alternative labels, are co-hyponyms10 and are different terms which express
the same kind of occupation. As we can see in Fig. 2, the ISCO classification
assigns a code only to the first four levels (c4 ). To evaluate the similarity between
narrower and alternative labels, we assigned a new code to each narrower label.
For instance, if the concept 2512, at the fourth level of ESCO has two narrower
labels as hyponyms, their codes will be 2512 01, and 2512 02 respectively.
Generation of embeddings. We trained our vector model with the fastText
library using both skipgram and cbow. We tested five values of the size of the
embeddings (5, 25, 100, 300, 500), five for the number of epochs (10, 25, 100,
9
10

Preliminary results at https://tinyurl.com/skillovate
co-hyponyms refer to hierarchical concepts which share the same hypernym
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200, 300) and four for the learning rate (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5) for a total of 600
embeddings. All the subwords with 3 to 10 letters were considered. Average
training times (with std) in seconds were 246 ± 333.
5.1

Embeddings evaluation

In this section we evaluate how well the three embeddings selected by the criteria
presented above preserve the semantic similarity between concepts in the ESCO
taxonomy. The three embeddings which scored the best result for each criterion
are shown in Tab. 2.
Intrinsic Evaluation: The Mann-Whitney U-test. [28] is a non-parametric test
on whether a random variable is stochastically larger than another one. We want
to assess to what extent the similarity of words in the same class (co-hyponyms)
is different from the similarity of words in different classes. For this reason,
we define intra-class similarity as the cosine similarity between all the pairs of
occupations belonging to the same ESCO c5 class and inter-class similarity as
the cosine similarity between all the pairs of occupations belonging to different
ESCO c5 concepts. The U-test reports a p-value ≤ 0.0001 for all models, and a
statistic of 582, 194 for Model 1, 321, 016 for Model 2 and 647, 116 for Model 3.
The U-test is positive and significant for each of the three criteria, which means
that the cosine similarity between embeddings of occupations belong to the same
class is stochastically larger than the embeddings similarities for occupations of
different classes. This result holds for all the three selected embeddings, even
though we have the larger statistics with the embedding chosen by HSS, and the
smallest with the embedding chosen by silhouette.
Extrinsic Evaluation: Classification. We tested the selected embeddings through
a binary classification task, predicting whether a pair of occupations belong to
the same c5 concept (class 1) or not (class 0). In essence, given two w1 and w2 ,
we predict if they are co-hyponym. We employ a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
with a single hidden layer with 100 neurons and a dense output layer with ReLu
activation. We test different parameters settings, with number of epochs in [10,
20, 50, 100, 200], batch size in [8,16,32,64] and RMSprop, Adam and SGD as
optimisers. Average training time for each parameters combination (with std)
in seconds was 253 ± 374. We divided the dataset in train and test, with a
split of 70% train and 30% test. We select the best parameters based on the f1score of 3-fold cross-validation on the training set. Since the dataset was highly

Table 2: Selected embeddings and
their evaluation criteria
Model
Params
Sim
Name training mode|dim|epochs|lr
M1
M2
M3

CBOW|5|25|0.1
CBOW|25|200|0.05
CBOW|100|200|0.1

Sil

SR (ρ, P-Value)

0.954 0.866 (-0.023, ≤ 0.001)
0.919 0.875 (-0.020, ' 0.712)
0.866 0.843 (0.356, ≤ 0.0001)

Table 3: Classification results
Model Name Criterion Precision Recall f1-score Accuracy
M1
Cos Sim
0.522 0.688 0.513
0.877
M2
Silhouette 0.663 0.715 0.685
0.982
M3
HSS
0.964 0.801 0.865 0.994
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imbalanced (309 samples of class 1 vs 24,444 samples of class 0) we over-sampled
the training set using SMOTE [11]. The best parameters are batch size = 8,
epochs = 200, Optimizer = SGD with f1-score of 0.69 for Model 1, batch size
= 16, epochs = 200, Optimizer = RMSprop with f1-score of 0.52 for Model 2
and batch size = 32, epochs = 100, Optimizer = Adam with f1-score of 0.83 for
Model 3. Classification scores on the test set are reported in the Tab 3. First
column reports the criterion used for the selection of the embedding (see Tab. 2).
Because the test set is highly imbalanced, we show the macro average of the four
scores, to give more importance to the minority class.

Table 4: The fraction of ESCO V and VI level words to be assigned to each
ESCO IV level concept according to the criterion in Task 4. The rows represent
ESCO IV concepts. For each concept (row), the column Accordance reports the
fraction of occupations terms which are assigned to the same concept by Eq. 6,
while the column Refinement shows the fraction of occupation terms assigned to
a different ESCO IV level concept, which is specified (note that only the main
ones are presented, and rounded to the second decimal place, thus not all the
rows sum to 1). Missing concepts do not need a refinement (i.e., Accordance=1)
ESCO Concept
1330 ICT service managers
2511 Systems analysts
2512 SW developers
2513 Web and multimedia developers
2519 SW & Application Developers
gray!20 2521 DB designers and admin
2529 DB and network professionals

Accordance Refinement (fraction)
1330 (0.5)
2511 (0.77)
2512 (0.82)
2513 (0.85)
2519 (0.9)
2521 (0.66)
2529 (0.69)

2511 (0.18)
2512 (0.08)
2514 (0.11)
2512 (0.14)
2514 (0.1)
2511 (0.33)
2511 (0.15)

2519 (0.12) 2514 (0.06) 2513 (0.06) 3512 (0.06)
1330 (0.05) 2521 (0.03) 2513 (0.03) 2522 (0.03)
2511 (0.05)

2522 (0.08) 2519 (0.08)

The vector representation selected is Tab. 3, that shows HSS outperforms the
other two in classifying co-hyponyms. While all the three embeddings perform
quite well on class 0 (non co-hyponym words), with and f1-score of the second
and the third close to 1, only the third model shows good performances for class
1 (co-hyponym words).
5.2

Result Comments

Comments on the best embedding. As discussed in the introduction part of
this paper, the evaluation and selection of the best model are mandatory activities that affect the trustworthiness of all the tasks that use such an embedding as
input. To better clarify the matter, in Fig. 4 we provide a scatter plot produced
over the best embedding model - as emerges from Tab. 3 - generated by means of
UMAP. Each icon is assigned to one ISCO level 4 group, as in Fig. 2. The ESCO
concepts and words belonging to each group are showed, distinguishing between
narrower occupations (shallow shape) and alternative labels (filled shape). The
embedding shown in Fig. 4 encodes the occupations as they emerge from the UK
labour market (2M+ OJVs in 2018) within the ESCO taxonomy. This is beneficial for labour market specialists as a way to understand and monitor labour
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Fig. 3: Example of refinement for the ESCO concept 2511 Systems Analysts

market dynamics. Specifically, one might observe that though a data engineer
and a data scientist were designed to be co-hyponyms in ESCO, as they belong
both to the 2511: Systems Analysts ISCO group, their meaning is quite different
in the real-labour market, as any computer scientist knows. The former indeed
shares much more with 2521: Database designers and administrators rather than
its theoretical group. Still along this line, an IT security technician seems to be
also co-hyponym with occupations in 2529: Database and network professionals,
much more than with terms in its class as specified within ESCO, that is 3512:
Information and communications technology user support technicians. On the
other side, one might note that in many cases, the taxonomy perfectly adheres
to the real labour market demand for occupations. This is the case of 3521:
Broadcasting and audio-visual technicians, that composes a very tight cluster
in the map, showing a perfect match between de-facto and de-jure categories.
This also applies to ∗ 3513: Computer network and systems technicians, even
though in a lesser extent. This analysis is useful to labour market specialists and
policymakers to identify mismatches in the taxonomies and to provide accurate
feedback to improve the taxonomy as well.
At https://tinyurl.com/scatter-umap is available the UMAP of the best and
worst (lower correlation with the HSS) embedding for the HSS criteria. The comparison of the two gives a glance of the benefit deriving from the selection of the
best embedding through the HSS criterion.
Refinement Results on UK-2018. Standard taxonomies are useful as they
represent a lingua franca for knowledge-sharing many domains. However, as they
are built periodically by a panel of experts following a top-down approach, they
quickly become obsolete, losing their ability to represent the domain. This is
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why there is a growing number of attempts to refine taxonomies following a
data-driven paradigm. In this section, we employ the methodology described
above to find the most suitable concept for each taxonomic entity.
Applying Eq. 6, we find that for the 83.4% of the words w analysed, the concept ci with the highest probability to be its hypernym, is its current hypernym
in ESCO. In Tab. 4, we present the evaluation for each ICT ESCO concept,
excluding those with less than 10 entities. For instance, we can see that all the
occupations of the group 3521: Broadcasting and audio-visual technicians are
tightly related among themselves, and none of them is moved to a different group.
Conversely, only 50% of the occupations in group 1330: ICT Service Managers
are assigned to the group 1330 itself. For instance, the web project manager is
assigned to the class J 2513: Web and multimedia developers. Note that these
results depend on the corpus chosen for the embeddings generation. In this case,
we choose ICT related OJVs posted in 2018 in the UK.
Fig. 3 shows the refinement proposed by TaxoRef for the occupations belonging to the ESCO concept 2511 - Systems Analysts. For the 7% (28 over 36) of
the occupations the ESCO taxonomy and TaxoRef are in accordance, assigning
them to the class 2511 - Systems Analysts. For the remaining 8 occupations,
TaxoRef suggests a different classification. The occupation user experience officer, for instance, is reassigned to the ESCO class 2513 - Web and Multimedia
Developers, the data Engineer to the class 2521 - DB Designers and Administrators (as it was clear from Fig.4) and so on. All the suggestions for the refinement
are highly plausible and can constitute the basis for a discussion among experts
on the accordance between the de jure taxonomy ESCO and the de facto labour
market in a specific context as it emerges from labour market demand (OJVs).

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented TaxoRef, an unsupervised method for taxonomy refinement via word embeddings. TaxoRef, unlike its predecessors, considers the
embedding model that better encodes the similarity relationships from an existing taxonomy. To this end, we developed a measure of semantic similarity
between taxonomic elements (i.e., the HSS). Finally, we used the selected embedding to refine an existing taxonomy using Bayesian theorem.
We applied TaxoRef to both (i) benchmark datasets and metrics, showing
that HSS outperforms state-of-the-art metrics [21] and (ii) a real-word application framed within the research activities of a Labour Market Intelligence EU
Project 4 , processing more than 2M UK-2018 ICT job ads. The intrinsic and
an extrinsic evaluations showed that TaxoRef can effectively encode similarities
among ESCO concepts, enabling concept refinements to allow the taxonomy to
adhere better to the real labour market demand.
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Fig. 4: UMAP plot of the best word-embedding model resulting from Tab. 2 (Model 3 with CBOW dim=100, epochs=200 and
learning rate = 0.1 ). Each icon is assigned to one ISCO level 4 group, as in Fig. 2. The ESCO concepts and words belonging
to each group are showed, distinguishing between narrower occupations (shallow shapes) and alternative labels (filled shapse).
Available at higher resolution at https://tinyurl.com/scatter-umap
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